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Zarangollo - a Murcian salad that consists of several 
types of grilled vegetables, such as eggplants, spicy red 
peppers, red tomato and sweet onions. Once well 
cooked on the grill, those vegetables are peeled and/or 
sliced in strips, the seeds removed, and seasoned with 
olive oil and salt, and sometimes with garlic as well. 





 Arroz a la cubana - or arroz cubano is a dish mostly 
eaten in many Spanish-speaking countries. Its defining 
ingredients are rice and a fried egg. A plantain or 
banana, and tomato sauce, are so frequently used as 
often to be considered defining ingredients.Its origin is 
not definitively known; various informal sources state 
without references that it originated in Peru, the 
Philippines, etc. Some authors consider that it may have 
originated from rice dishes with fried eggs from Cuba. 

 
 
 
 





 Chicharrón - is a dish generally consisting of 
fried pork belly or fried pork rinds; chicharrón may also 
be made from chicken, mutton, or beef. 



 Gachas - an ancestral basic dish from central and 
southern Spain. Its main ingredients are flour, water, 
olive oil, garlic and salt. Gachas are based on a very 
ancient Iberian flour-based staple food preparation. 
Gachas may have different consistencies, from a liquid 
soup to a pie-like thick cake with a golden crust. The 
way of preparing them changes from area to area and 
from family to family. 





 Paella - a saffron rice dish combined with white fish, 
shrimps, squids and clams. Rice can be mixed with 
fish and meat (Mixed paella) or vegetables (Vegetarian 
paella). The name "paella" comes from the name of 
the special pan used for the cooking. 





     Flamenco in Spain 
 Probably the most famous Spanish tradition - but so 

often misunderstood. 
 Firstly, flamenco is not a dance. It sometimes has 

dancing in it. What flamenco actually is is a musical 
style, with far more emphasis on the guitar, vocals and 
rhythm than the dancing. In fact, the whole idea of 
flamenco dancing is a little paradoxical. True flamenco 
is spontaneous; true flamenco dancing requires the 
pretty dress: but if you're being spontaneous, you won't 
have the pretty dress on! 
 





    The Siesta 
 One of the puzzling aspects of Spain to outsiders is 

the siesta. Why do all the stores close in the 
afternoon. Do people really go to sleep? How long 
should your siesta be? The idea of the siesta is 
evolving and with everyone's busier lifestyles, it's 
not so easy to catch 40 winks anymore - but people 
still do. 
 





     Bullfighting in Spain  
 Bullfighting, the most controversial of Spanish 

traditions, is a mixed blessing for Spain. Many 
tourists are very curious to see it and view it as 
a fascinating insight into Spanish culture, but it 
is also a stain on the country's reputation for 
others. Bullfighting is nowhere near as popular 
as it used to be, but it still features prominently 
in the country's self-image. 
 





 http://gospain.about.com/od/spanishlife/tp/spanish_customs_traditions_spain.htm 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zarangollo 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arroz_a_la_cubana 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicharr%C3%B3n 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gachas 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paella 
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